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Egyptian Predictions of Solar Eclipses
Eva Batenhorst, Joshua Omer, Matthew Strutz | Western Oregon University

Introduction to Egyptian Math
Egyptian historians rely on tomb paintings, a variety of
temple inscriptions, and a small amount of papyrus
documents such as the Rhind Papyrus.
It has been documented that the oldest known example of
a sundial dates from Egypt ca 1500 BC, as depicted
below.

Solar Eclipses Predictions
Ptolemy represents the epitome of knowledge of Grecian astronomy. Ptolemy knew, for
example, the details of the orbit of the moon including its nodal points. He also knew that
the sun must be within 20 degrees 41' of the node point, and that up to two solar eclipses
would occur within seven months in the same part of the world. Lunar eclipses were
especially easy to calculate because of the vast area covered by the earth's shadow on
the moon.

Numerical
interpretation
of Egyptian
hieroglyphs
Early Egyptian Sundial

Egyptians introduced the earliest fully developed base 10
numeration system at least as early as 2700 BCE (and
probably much early). Written numbers used a stroke for
units, a heel-bone symbol for tens, a coil of rope for
hundreds and a lotus plant for thousands, as well as other
hieroglyphic symbols for higher powers of ten up to a
million.
Unfortunately, it is thought the majority of information
regarding Egyptian mathematics was lost when the great
library of Alexandria burned in 48BC

Egyptian Time Calculations
Egyptian mathematicians were among the first to create
and use sundials to divide the day into equal parts. The
passage of time was extremely important for astronomers
so a water clock was invented for hours without sunlight.
In a water clock, the inside of a container was marked with
lines of measurement. The container was filled with water,
which was allowed to leak out at a steady pace.
Observers were able to tell time by measuring the height
change in water level.
Egyptian water
clock used to
measure time
during times
without sunlight

Calendar found on
Senenmut’s tomb

One of the oldest astronomical calendar was found on the
ceiling of Senenmut’s tomb. These calendars depict
circles split into 24 sections suggesting a 24 hour time
period as well as depictions of deities and constellations.
Astronomical ceilings were significant for Egyptians
because they combined religion with aspects of daily life
such as agriculture and labor. The detailed depiction of
astronomy illustrates their desire to understand the
heavens.
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This is the geocentric solar system that
Ptolemy hypothesized. This was widely
regarded as an accurate representation of
the solar system during Ptolemy's lifetime

Claudius Ptolemaeus (CE 100 – 170) was a
Greek writer, known as a mathematician,
astronomer, geographer, astrologer, and
poet of a single epigram in the Greek
Anthology. He lived in the city of Alexandria
in the Roman province of Egypt

Ptolemy’s hypothesis of the solar system’s structure was geocentric, a superseded
description of the universe with the earth at the center. As such his mathematical model
and physical realization of the universe were as a set of nested spheres with the earth at
the center. Though this model is very different from our model of the solar system today
Ptolemy presented useful tools for astronomical calculations such as computing the
positions of the sun, the moon, and the planets.

Ptolemy’s
calculations for
solar and lunar
eclipses

Ptolemy’s Handy Table used for
calculating solar and lunar eclipses

These useful tools are called Ptolemy’s Handy Tables and Almagest. These tables are
part of a collection of many tables in which Ptolemy presented his astronomical and
mathematical models.
As acknowledged, much of the mathematics and astronomical knowledge is thought to be
lost when the great library of Alexandria burned in 48 BC. The majority of the mathematics
used in Egypt today has very strong Greek roots.

Conclusion
Ancient Egyptians studied the sky and
astral bodies due to records of their
calendars, clocks, and astronomical
ceilings. Since many of their deities
were tied to observations of the sky,
this reinforces the belief that the
ancient Egyptians spent time studying
space.
Sadly much of how they observed
space and what mathematics were
used to predict astral movements have
not been found and it is assumed that
the burning of the Library of
Alexandria to be a large culprit of this.
Many papers in present day point to
Greek mathematics when talking
about Ancient Egypt due to their
mathematics being influenced by their
close political relationship in history.
Even great mathematicians of Egypt
are tied to Greece, such as Ptolemy
who is a great Greek mathematician
who was born in Egypt in 100 BE.

